
 

Low Cost Juice Milk Powder Packing Machine LG-GFS 
 

 
 
The company has been established for nearly ten years, and has been committed to the 
development and production of low cost, high quality powder packaging machine. Our company 
has developed well in the powder packaging machinery market. The company's low cost and high 
quality powder packaging machine, which has been introduced by the company, has received high 
praise from customers, and the annual orders of the company continue to rise. The company has a 
number of long-term cooperative factories. We can provide our customers with first-class products 
and services. 
 
The low-cost juice milk powder packaging machine is the best selling machine in our powder 
packaging machine. The machine is suitable for a series of powder products such as juice, milk 
powder and washing powder. 
 
Features 
 
1. Low cost. Using this machine for packaging, the loss rate of packaging materials is low, this 
machine allows you to use any preformed bags, the bag shape is perfect, and the quality of 
sealing parts is good. 
2. The machine is easy to operate. Milk powder packing machine adopts advanced PLC of 
Siemens, Germany. This system will be combined with touch screen and electric control system, 
which can greatly improve the precision of man-machine interface control. 
3. Speed can be regulated by frequency conversion. Juice powder packing machine introduces 
foreign advanced frequency conversion equipment, and the frequency conversion range can be 
adjusted within the range according to the actual production needs. 
4. The safety device is in good condition. When the machine encounters abnormal air pressure, or 
when the heater is disconnected, the alarm device can start automatically and stop the operation 
that is not required, so as to avoid causing greater loss. 
5. Automatic check function. Milk powder packing machine is equipped with an automatic detection 
system, which can automatically detect no bag, no filling, no sealing error. Moreover, this bag can 
be reused to avoid waste of packaging materials and raw materials and save production costs. 



6. Hygienic standards. The contact parts of the machine are all made of stainless steel or other 
materials that meet the requirements of food hygiene 
7. Packaging and transportation. Juice powder packing machine can put more bags on the bags 
and has higher requirements on the quality of the bags. 
8. Friendly environment. Bearings made of environment-friendly materials are used in the 
machine. 
9. Various specifications. Low cost powder packing machine can use different materials to pack 
solid, liquid, thick liquid, powder and so on. 
 
Technical Data: 
 

Model LG-GFS  (high-level configuration) 

Packing weight 
5-5000g    

(The screw rod need be changed depending different packing weight) 

Packing accuracy <±1% 

Packing speed 1500-3000 bags/h 

Accuracy class 1.0 

Voltage 380V 50HZ 

Power 700W 

Weight 350kg 

Size 1100*700*1950mm 

 
 


